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Baby Stepn is a meme token based on the cutest baby on the BSC Blockchain, which will
generate a passive income for our holders based on rewards in $GMT (STEPN). You will
be able to track your rewards on our custom DAPP along with many other unique and
amazing features. Our team has been fully KYC’d and audited by Coinscope. 

Baby Stepn token is connected to- and synchronized with the Binance Smart Chain. As
such, it can be easily, quickly, and cheaply sent from one wallet to another on the
network. It can also be sent into and out of the Baby Stepn DAPP. 

STEPN is a Web3 lifestyle app with fun social elements and gamification design. Users
equipped with NFT Sneakers – walk, jog or run outdoors to earn GMT, which can be
used to level up and mint new Sneakers.

Player can choose to lease or sell their NFT
Sneakers on the in-app Marketplace; users’
GMT earnings are stored in the in-app Wallet,
which has a built-in Swap function. We as the
team of Baby Stepn find the utility behind the
Stepn token very unique, and see a great
vision in this token. 

INTRODUCTION

What does baby stepn stand for

Why STEPN rewards?
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VALUES

As a rewards token of $GMT we are striving for a situation
where, investors are benefiting from buying Baby Stepn and
receiving plenty of rewards in $GMT. We will deploy various
marketing strategies with proven success, to yield the highest
level of rewards for our holders

Baby STEPN is a solid community where everyone’s
opinion matters. With this strong community at its core,
this will be your ticket to great rewards and benefits from
the project. 

Baby STEPN is decentralized and supported heavily by
the community. We strive on having the trust of all our
community, through full transparency with clear open
communication. 

Baby STEPN is about providing sustainability. We are encouraging
people to become the best version of themselves by living a
healthy lifestyle and investing in sustainability. Baby STEPN
exhibits a sustainable community, sustainable rewards and
sustainable values.

Vision

Transparency 

Sustainability 

Community Driven 
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The initial liquidity will be locked up for a period of 6 months, for the trust of our
community. This liquidity will be locked by Pinksale in a secure locker for the full
timeframe.

The team will undergo a full KYC prior to launch to increase transparency and
security in the project. The team has undertaken a full Audit and KYC from
Coinscope.
Audit: https://www.coinscope.co/coin/babystepn/audit
KYC: https://www.coinscope.co/coin/babystepn/kyc
The audit will be conducted to ensure no vulnerabilities can be found in the
contract such as:

Integer
Overflow

Integer
Underflow

Frontrunning

Parity
Multisig Bug

SECURITY*

Locked Liquidity

Pre Launch Audit and KYC

https://www.coinscope.co/coin/babystepn/audit
https://www.coinscope.co/coin/babystepn/kyc


Rewards:
4%

Liquidity:
3%

Liquidity:
4%

Token Name: .................................................................................... Baby Stepn 

Token Symbol: ................................................................................. $BABYSTEPN

Decimals: .......................................................................................... 18

Network: ............................................................................................ Binance Smart Chain 

Specification: ..................................................................................... BEP 20

Smart Contract Address: …...........  0x883fc560D3BE5c2a4F1dd9006d70ee5A17AAE047

Softcap ...............................................................................................100 

Hardcap ..............................................................................................200

Rewards:
4%

TOKENOMICS

Marketing:
2%

Marketing:
6%

Development:
1%

Development:
1%

Buying Selling 
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Total Supply: Baby Stepn will have a total supply of 1,000,000,000 ( 1 billion) Baby
Stepn tokens.

Liquidity Lock: The liquidity will be locked for 6 months. 

Transactions Tax: Transactions Tax: Every Baby Stepn transaction (buys and sells) has
an automatic 10% buy tax and a 15% sell tax. Underneath is a breakdown of where the
buy and sell tax goes to.
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Jacob, is a self-made entrepreneur and crypto enthusiast/investor. Involved in the crypto
space for the last 2 years, with inside-out knowledge of the blockchain. Always looking
for new possibilities in the crypto space, to grow and expand self-knowledge. 

Floo and Dan, with years of experience in Web3 development. 

Acty, specialized in token websites and building DAPP.

Sammy, with years of experience in online marketing and affiliate marketing spending full
time on Baby Stepn to achieve the most out of the project. 

Nikki, takes care of all the social media platforms with a passion for helping other people
and reach out to existing- or new investors inside the crypto space. 

THE TEAM**

CEO

Head Developers

Web Design

Marketing Head

Social Media Manager



3000 Telegram members
Website Launch
Socials Launch
Dashboard (DApp) launch
Full KYC and Audit obtained
Marketing push to spread
awareness

Certik audit
Development of real life utility
Major partnerships
CEX listings
NFT collection

Phase 3
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Listing CMC
Listing on CG
6000 Telegram members
Influencer marketing push
5000 holders
Voluntary donation to a voted charity

Before, during and after the launch of Baby Stepn we as the team will always be looking
into adding more bullet points to the roadmap. Our vision about this project is clear, and
we know what we have to do and achieve to make this coin a success. before and after
launch we will be mainly focussing on intense promotion such as calls in Alpha groups,
AMA's and much more! 

That being said, the roadmap will change/update constantly as we will be adjusting our
strategies towards our vision. We will strive to expand our holder base and give most
value to those holders in the shortest possible time frame, done by strategic moves
mentioned above 

ROADMAP

Phase 1

Phase 2
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We want to take all relative stakeholders on the journey with us, from nothing till launch.
This will be achieved throughout the transparency we are giving towards the
stakeholders, which creates an involved feeling for any relative stakeholder. Let us take
you all on the journey, and work towards our vision together. 

You can find relative information about the project through one of our social media
platform, make sure to keep yourself updated!

babystepn.io/

twitter.com/babystepntoken

t.me/babystepntoken

CONCLUSION


